Brand Summary

A consistent, clear and coherent identity
for Durham has been developed,
differentiating it from the rest of the
country, with the aim of changing the
perception of the county with the main
audiences for economic success.

The expression marque.
The marque is used to differentiate the
county, bringing all of its assets together
as part of a whole and projecting the
overarching theme of light.

Durham’s fonts.
Based on a classical sans serif font, the
clean lines project a modern persona
whilst the curved detailing helps to
create a friendly, welcoming tone.
Header font (Font licensed)

Durham
Sans Bold
Body copy (Font licensed)

Durham Sans Thin
Secondary font (if Durham Sans is not licensed)

Arial Regular
Arial Bold

Colour.
A primary and secondary colour palette has been created that reflects the
warmth and vibrancy of the county, its people and all it has to offer,
aligned to our themes and stories, with the concept of light at its heart.
PRIMARY COLOURS

Light
Invest
Live/Work
Study
Visit
Meet

SECONDARY COLOURS

716 C
CMYK 0-60-100-0
RGB 230-100-0
#e66400

80%

60%

40%

377 C
CMYK 35-0-100-30
RGB 98-133-0
#628500

80%

60%

40%

1675 C
CMYK 0-80-100-40
RGB 145-45-21
#912d15

80%

60%

40%

513 C
CMYK 50-100-0-0
RGB 120-24-123
#8D3C67

80%

60%

40%

200 C
CMYK 0-100-70-20
RGB 170-0-39
#aa0027

80%

60%

40%

3125 C
CMYK 95-0-25-0
RGB 0-161-192
#00a1c0

80%

60%

40%

The expression marque should be produced in the primary colours in both
positive (colour on white) and negative (white out of colour) forms.

This is the tone of voice
for the county
INSPIR IN G
“Possibilities shine bright in a culturally rich county
blessed with breathtaking landscapes...” - to
charge with enthusiasm and evoke positivity.

PASSIONATE
“Thousands flock to our world-famous cathedral
to take in the awe-inspiring sight...” - to showcase
pride in our assets and uniqueness.

AU TH E N TIC
“Investors find support from a community that’s immensely
proud...” - straightforward, punchy and understated,
definitely no acronyms, jargon or techy-speak.

The need for clarity
For clarity and consistency, to capitalise on positive
connotations and to differentiate us from other places
around the world, we always refer to the county
as ‘Durham’ and the city as ‘Durham City’.

Storytelling.
Copywriting guide where light is the main focus of the story
– headlines will link light to the content of each story.

Shining a light on
communication
Compound Photonics make tiny,
high-definition projectors for
your smartphone as well as using
lasers for head-up displays,
which are used in automobiles,
aviation and computer gaming.

Illuminating health
solutions
Multi-award winner PolyPhotonix
has developed a non-invasive
organic light emitting diode
treatment for diabetic
retinopathy, which is the leading
cause of preventable blindness in
the developed world.

Sparking creativity
Durham’s beautiful landscapes
and iconic buildings have inspired
many celebrated writers and
artists including ‘the painter of
light’, JMW Turner.

Out of darkness
comes light
The North Pennines Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty
has more nationally recognised
Dark Sky Discovery Sites than
any other part of the UK.

Storytelling.
Copywriting guide where light is used as a supporting theme
– light will be used in the body copy to amplify the message.

Shining lights of education
Bright minds thrive at England’s third
oldest university (and one of the World’s
Top 100), whose world-renowned
research illuminates a myriad of subjects.

A true shining light
Lillian Groves, a senior guide at Durham
Cathedral, was revealed as the Durham
Tourism Superstar 2015 at the Visit
County Durham annual garden party.
Lilian, 86, has been a volunteer at the
cathedral for 25 years and is a true
shining light.

Bright minds
Secondary school pupils all over the
county were asked to reimagine their
future through the Future Business
Magnates competition in 2015, and were
challenged to come up with new ways of
using light.

Lighting up days and nights
Possibilities shine bright in a culturally
rich county blessed with award-winning
attractions and enthralling events that
light up our days and nights. Home to
heritage attractions that shed light on the
county’s fascinating past, a worldfamous, awe-inspiring cathedral,
exhibitions that enlighten visitors,
sporting events that see spirits soar, and
the UK’s largest light festival.

Vibrant & engaging photography.
Ambassadors are used
to communicate the
personality of our people.
Generic images capture people
in a reportage style. Locations
are captured in an imaginative
manner. Icons and details are
viewed from unusual vantage
points to challenge and change
perceptions.

Photography style.
High contrast,
vibrant images
which will
charge any
communications
piece with energy.
They should capture
the spirit, emotion and
unique character of
Durham and should
always be created and
selected with light in
mind. The use of colour
in communications
pieces should always
complement that of the
selected image.
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If you would like full brand guidelines
STICKS
or further information,
go to
HERE
www.DurhamPlaceofLight.com

Visit County Durham
1st Floor, 3-4 Millennium Place
Durham DH1 1WA

